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The Importance of the Electricity Sector
Electricity	consumption	=	40%	of	City’s	GHG	emissions
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Research	Team Synapse Brattle JGCRI/PNNL LEI
End Date 2030 2030/2050 2050 2030
Spatial	
Resolution










Region MA New	England National	 New	England
Platform EnCompass (Anchor) Scenario	Impact	Model	
(Brattle)
GCAM-USA	(JGCRI/PNNL)	 POOLMod (LEI)






























































































































































Next Steps for Energy TAG
• Meet	early	summer	
• Review	initial	results,	including	in-boundary	supply,	offsets/RECs,	
equity,	etc.	
• Suggest	areas	that	need	new	or	additional	analysis
